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Code of Conduct and Responsibilities to Self and Others 

 

 Players will not argue with a linesperson, center or fourth official; 

 Players will adhere to the Laws of the Game and abide by all Club rules; 

 Players will always congratulate opponents after matches and thank match officials for their time; 

 Players will accept victory with class and defeat with the same class; 

 Players will treat teammates, coaches, opponents, officials and supporters with respect; 

 Players must know their role: Players are players, not coaches or referees; player must accept coach’s 

tactical decisions without debate and should never questions referees’ decisions; 

 Players are encouraged to praise players on both teams for good play and proper sportsmanship; 

 Players must never ridicule, mock or taunt any teammate, opponent, supporter or official; 

 Players must exhibit positive, appropriate behavior at practices, games, and Club events, including 

tournaments; players must never use performance enhancing substances, nicotine, alcohol or other illegal 

drugs unless prescribed to that player by a licensed physician; 

 Players will achieve success through hard work, skill improvement, increased fitness, sound tactics and fair 

play; 

 Players will arrive at all practices, games and Club activities on time and prepared to participate; any 

scheduling conflicts must be communicated directed to the coach as early as possible for consideration. 

 Players must recognize that Club activities are secondary to academic responsibilities; school always comes 

first! 

 
Acknowledgement of Understanding and Agreement to Uphold 

I am affiliated with Walla Walla United Soccer Club as a player/parent/Club supporter. I hereby acknowledge 

that I have read the applicable Code(s) of Conduct and Responsibilities to Self and Others. 

 

By signing below, I acknowledge that I understand what behavior is expected of me as a member of Walla 

Walla United Soccer Club and agree to uphold this behavior to the best of my abilities at all times.  I 

understand that any violations of the Codes of Conduct are under the jurisdiction of the Club Administrator 

and the Director of Coaching.  Any appeal made to their decision is under the jurisdiction of the Club’s 

executive board.  The Club Administrator and Director of Coaching use progressive discipline as necessary 

and reasonable but have a continuum of interventions and sanctions ranging from verbal redirection and 

counseling to termination of Club membership.  The executive board has empowered the Club Administrator 

and Director of Coaching to take any necessary and reasonable action to maintain appropriate behavior for 

all Club representatives during all Club activities, including practices, games and other events. 

 

_____________________________________________  _______________________ 

 Print Player/Member Name      Date  

 

_____________________________________________   

Player/Member Signature 


